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Free POS Software is a Recipe for Small Restaurant Success
POSLavu, the original iPad® Point of sale for restaurants is now available with zero upfront licensing costs thanks to a new partnership with payment processor, Century Payments. The program
was developed in order to provide restaurants with limited resources an opportunity to leverage the power of a
full-featured POS system without the usual cost.
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POSLavu is a wireless point of sale application that operates seamlessly on an Apple iPad®, iPod Touch®
and iPhones®. It is a robust application that can customize menus, manage seating, take meal orders, swipe
credit cards tableside, split checks, email receipts to customers and compile a number of reports for restaurant
management.
"POSLavu has always been a low-cost alternative to traditional point of sale systems” said Travis Kellerman,
Senior Vice President of Operations for LAVU, Inc. “But now we’re now pleased to offer our full-function
Silver level software with no license fee. Compared to other "free" software that offers limited functions,
POSLavu gives you a true business management system."
The POSLavu Silver Package is now offered without the normal $895 licensing fee when it’s paired with
Century Payments credit card processing service. The Silver Package is often used in a quick serve restaurant
environment, such as coffee shops, counter service, food trucks and mobile cafes.
“We are pleased to partner with POSLavu to provide their customers with a convenient and reliable electronic
payment option,” said Christian Campbell, Executive Vice President of Business Development for Century
Payments. “POSLavu's focus is about providing a low-cost alternative to traditional point of sale systems.
With the addition of our Merchant Services partnership, customers will be able to get all the resources they
need to effectively run their business. All of us at Century Payments are honored to partner with POSLavu
and their clients.”
About The Companies
Century Payments, Inc. is a nationally recognized leader in the electronic payment processing industry,
dedicated to developing the most progressive, dynamic programs to benefit merchants, partners and agents
alike. In 2011, Century entered into an elite group recognized on the Inc. 500 list as one of the top 20 fastest
growing, privately owned businesses for two consecutive years.

In 2010 LAVU, Inc. was credited with launching the most innovative POS application for the restaurant and
food service industries. Today, POSLavu is recognized as a leader in this fast-growing technology segment
with licensed users and a network of distributors in 22 markets worldwide. Driven by an entrepreneurial spirit,
and fueled by passion and creativity, LAVU, Inc. has established itself as a visionary integrator of cloud
computing, wireless mobility and multi-touch devices in new and robust ways. For more information
visit www.lavu.com.

	
  

